Unit 10 Extra practice

1 **Vocabulary learning**

Choose the correct option to complete the sentences.

1. The man who **learned** (taught) me English was great. I **learned** (taught) a lot.

2. I **speak** / **understand** this grammar rule, but I often forget it when I **speak** / **understand**.

3. I **failed** / **passed** the exam in June, so I’m going to take it again in September. I need to **fail** / **pass** this time!

4. For my driving test, I **practised** / **studied** the rules of the road, and **practised** / **studied** driving – a lot!

5. We usually say that Thomas Edison **discovered** / **invented** the light bulb, but people **discovered** / **invented** electricity thousands of years earlier.

2 **Vocabulary daily habits**

Match the verbs (1–6) with the nouns (a–f).

1. **learn**   a. sugar in your tea
2. **brush**   b. five new words
3. **practise** c. your teeth
4. **sing**   d. a cigarette
5. **put**   e. the piano
6. **smoke** f. in the shower

3 **Vocabulary email addresses and websites**

Write the email addresses and websites.

1. sue underscore Fraser at hotmail dot co dot uk
   sue_fraser@hotmail.co.uk

2. www dot wildlife dot org slash jungle

3. www dot seymour dot org slash podcast dash daily

4. jeremy underscore nash at netmail dot com

4 **Grammar present perfect**

Complete the sentences with the present perfect form of the verbs.

1. I **’ve studied** (study) languages all my life.
2. They **never visit** (visit) Berlin.
3. She **work** (work) in Italy for three years.
4. We **never see** (see) that film.
5. He **buy** (buy) a new guitar.
6. I **not forgot** (forget) my English homework. It’s in my bag.

5 **Grammar present perfect questions**

Complete the questions with the present perfect form.

1. **Have you ever studied** (you /ever/ study) history?
2. **(he / ever / teach)** literature?
3. **(she / do)** her chemistry homework?
4. **(you / see)** my biology book?
5. **(they / ever / met)** your parents?

6 **Grammar present perfect and past simple**

Circle the correct options to complete the conversations.

1. **A:** 1. **Have you gone** / (Did you go) to Seattle when you visited the USA?
   **B:** 2. No, we haven’t. / No, we didn’t. We **have stayed** / **stayed** on the east coast.

2. **A:** 4. **Have you ever ridden** / Did you ever ride a horse?
   **B:** 5. Yes, I have. / Yes, I did. I **had** / **have had** lessons as a child.

3. **A:** 7. **Have you ever read** / Did you ever read a novel in English?
   **B:** 8. Yes, I have. / Yes, I did. The first time **was** / has **been** difficult but I enjoyed the experience.